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CAPE ARROW

The sailing yacht CAPE ARROW has been designed by the winning collaboration between Farr Yacht Design for the naval architecture and Nauta
Design for the general concept, interior design and exterior styling, SW 100 RS is aimed at guests who enjoy the aggressive, sporty lines and open
transom of low coachroof profile whilst not compromising the generous interior space of a Deck Saloon version.
The absence of the deckhouse, the new design of furniture, a performance package including high modulus carbon mast and PBO has caused over
a tone of weight loss. Thanks to this the sailing yacht CAPE ARROW has achieved a maximum speed of 30 knots.
The interior layout of the sailing yacht CAPE ARROW follows the classic Southern Wind Shipyard configuration with the crew area aft consisting of
two double cabins, two heads and a galley with separate navigation station. The guest accommodation comprises of two en suite cabins and a
double VIP cabin further forward. The master suite is forward of the mast and is accessible through the study and includes a vanity desk and en
suite bathroom.
The large, well lit, saloon features a comfortable conversation area on the starboard and the dining area on the port side. By lowering the saloon on
the SW 100 RS of CAPE ARROW, the living area has widened achieving a single open space with an adjacent study. The use of light colored
fabrics and contrasting teak furniture, gives the impression of larger interior space.
This new Southern Wind Shipyard sailing yacht CAPE ARROW is a very elegant performance sailing yacht, with modern lines and design, perfect
for luxury and comfortable yacht charters.
Length
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Exterior Deck

Accommodations:
The interior layout follows the classic SWS configuration with the crew area aft consisting of two double cabins, two heads and a galley with
separate navigation station. The guest accommodation comprises of two en suite cabins (with single berths or double bed according to the clients’
wishes) and a double VIP cabin further forward.
The master suite is forward of the mast and is accessible through the study and includes a vanity desk and spacious en suite bathroom with shower
box.
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